
THE FUTURE OF LIGHTING
IS NOW



inteLUG - a wide range of options with simple and intuitive operation 
– this idea inspired the creators of the inteLUG system. We invite you to familiarize 
yourself with its key components:

MAIN WINDOW

 Adding selected fixtures to the system, editing their settings and 
parameters but also viewing a history of the selected fixture’s 

work - all in one intuitive interface, on a computer, tablet or 
smart phone’s screen.

 Panel for creating and managing groups of fixtures which are 
grouped in a simple way, with a few clicks, by adding or 
deleting them. This function is particularly useful for the 
lighting management of buildings or road sections.

 Defining conditions, responses and rules, i.e. specifying 
the way the fixtures work - it may include switching to a 
lower power consumption mode at selected ours or 
automatic service call in case of failure.

ALERT APPLICATION

inteLUG automatically alerts the user to any important events 
relating to the fixtures - such as failures or damages, giving also the 

cause of the alert, date of its occurrence and even a solution to the 
problem.  - the user may also create scripts for this part of the 

inteLUG system by defining conditions for alerts - it may be a decrease 
of light stream below a defined value or a longer period of power failure.

MAP APPLICATION

The map application clearly presents all 
fixtures managed by the inteLUG system 
assigned to a specific location on the world’s 
map  - from the map level the user may also 
manage the fixtures and filter results 
according to groups or types of the fixtures - 
it is also possible to attach a customised 
map, such as for example, a graphic 
displaying the room where the fixtures are 
located.

LUG Light Factory is proud to present the inteLUG - an intelligent lighting 
management platform. InteLUG enables fully controllable and programmable 
management of light fixtures already owned, both internal and external. And all 
this is done remotely, from any location worldwide, using an application on iOS, 
Android or via a web browser. 

Key features of the inteLUG system:

 Possibility to remotely control light fixtures in the following 
modes:  
-  simple ON/OFF mode,
-  control of luminous flux value using DALI system
-  dynamic change of colour temperature using 
   TUNABLE WHITE system
-  management of advanced illumination 
   RGB fixtures in DMX system

 Defining reactions of selected fixtures or groups of fixtures 
to sensors and detectors connected to the system - 
thanks to the cloud computing technology there is no need 
to link the sensors with a specific geographical area

 Possibility of developing conditional IFTT scripts (If This Then 
That) for fixtures included in the system – starting from an 
automatic start and switching off the fixtures depending on 
conditions such as time of day, specified temperature, 
pedestrian and road traffic volume, to determination how should 
the system proceed in the event of the lighting system’s failure.

Intelligent 
lighting management platform 
from the LUG company

Learn more about 
inteLUG
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inteLUG – a system full of benefits

A wide range of possibilities offered by the InteLUG system 
easily translates into a number of advantages, such as:

 Possibility to manage and control fixtures and check their 
current status from any location in the world through 
a simple and intuitive operation with mobile devices 
or computers connected to the Internet.

 Savings from using energy saving scripts - thanks to the 
InteLUG the light is supplied only when needed and in the 
required amount.

 Reduced costs related to operation and maintenance of 
the fixtures - thanks to a damage notification system and 
possibility to program and automatic calculation 
of maintenance intervals.

 Reduction of losses resulting from break-downs, 
damages and improper work of the fixtures thanks to an 
alert application.

 Immediate fixture's switch on in emergency cases, such 
as a road traffic accident or breaking into a building.

 Possibility to repair the fixtures in extreme conditions - 
thanks to the InteLUG system the fixture adjust your work 
mode to an outdoor temperature and will notify a user 
once a hazardous level has been exceeded.


